
Sweden Compulsory School Curriculum Alignment
The presentations offered by The Educated Choices Program provide support for teaching and learning of the following standards:

Math, Grades 6-9 Environment
and Modern
Agriculture

Healthful
Eating

Grade 6 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 6

● Pupils can solve simple problems in familiar situations in a basically
functional way by choosing and applying strategies and methods with
some adaptation to the type of problem.

● Pupils describe their approach in a basically functional way and apply
simple and to some extent informed reasoning about the plausibility
of results in relation to the problem situation, and can also contribute
to making some proposals on alternative approaches.

● Pupils have basic knowledge of mathematical concepts and show this
by using them in familiar contexts in a basically functional way.

● Pupils can also describe different concepts using mathematical forms
of expression in a basically functional way.

● In the descriptions, pupils can switch between different forms of
expression and also apply simple reasoning over how the concepts
relate to each other.

● Pupils can choose and apply basically functional mathematical
methods with some adaptation to the context to carry out simple
calculations and solve simple routine tasks in arithmetic, algebra,
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geometry, probability, statistics and also relationships and change
with satisfactory results.

● Pupils can account for and discuss their approaches in a basically
functional way and use diagrams, symbols, tables, graphs and other
mathematical forms of expression with some adaptation to the
context.

● In their accounts and discussions, pupils can apply and follow
mathematical reasoning by putting questions, putting forward and
responding to mathematical arguments in a way which to some
extent takes the reasoning forward.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 6
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 6

● Pupils can solve simple problems in familiar situations in a relatively
well functioning way by choosing and using strategies and methods
with relatively good adaptation to type of problem.

● Pupils describe their approach in a relatively well functioning way and
apply developed and relatively well informed reasoning about the
plausibility of results in relation to the problem situation, and can
make some proposals on alternative approaches.

● Pupils have good knowledge of mathematical concepts and show this
by using them in familiar contexts in a relatively well functioning way.

● Pupils can also describe different concepts using mathematical forms
of expression in a relatively well functioning way.

● In the descriptions, pupils can switch between different forms of
expression and also apply developed reasoning over how the
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concepts relate to each other.
● Pupils can choose and apply appropriate mathematical methods with

relatively good adaptation to the context to carry out simple
calculations and solve simple routine tasks in arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, probability, statistics, and also relationships and change
with good results.

● Pupils can account for and discuss their approaches in an appropriate
way and use diagrams, symbols, tables, graphs and other
mathematical forms of expression with relatively good adaptation to
the context.

● In their accounts and discussions, pupils apply and follow
mathematical reasoning by putting questions, putting forward and
responding to mathematical arguments in a way which takes the
reasoning forward.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 6
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 6

● Pupils can solve simple problems in familiar situations in a well
functioning way by choosing and using strategies and methods with
good adaptation to the type of problem.

● Pupils describe their approach in a well functioning way, and apply
well  developed and well informed reasoning about the plausibility of
results in relation to the problem situation, and can make proposals
on alternative approaches.

● Pupils have very good knowledge of mathematical concepts and show
this by using them in new contexts in a well functioning way.
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● Pupils can also describe different concepts using mathematical forms
of expression in a well functioning way.

● In the descriptions, pupils can switch between different forms of
expression and also apply well developed reasoning over how the
concepts relate to each other.

● Pupils can choose and apply appropriate and effective mathematical
methods with good adaptation to the context to carry out simple
calculations, and solve simple routine tasks in arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, probability, statistics, and also relationships and change
with very good results.

● Pupils can account for and discuss their approaches in an appropriate
and effective way and use diagrams, symbols, tables, graphs and
other mathematical forms of expression with good adaptation to the
context.

● In their accounts and discussions, pupils can apply and follow
mathematical reasoning by putting questions, putting forward and
responding to mathematical arguments in a way which takes the
reasoning forward and deepens or broadens them.

Grades 7-9 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 9

● Pupils can solve different problems in familiar situations in a basically
functional way by choosing and using strategies and methods with
some adaptation to the type of problem, and also contribute to
formulating simple mathematical models that can be applied in the
context.

● Pupils apply simple and to some extent informed reasoning about
their choice of approach and the plausibility of results in relation to
the problem situation, and can also contribute to making some
proposals on alternative approaches.
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● Pupils have basic knowledge of mathematical concepts and show this
by using them in familiar contexts in a basically functional way.

● Pupils can also describe different concepts using mathematical forms
of expression in a basically functional way.

● In the descriptions, pupils can switch between different forms of
expression and also apply simple reasoning over how the concepts
relate to each other.

● Pupils can choose and use basically functional mathematical methods
with some adaptation to the context in order to make calculations
and solve routine tasks in arithmetic, algebra, geometry, probability,
statistics, and also relationships and change with satisfactory results.

● Pupils can account for and discuss their approaches in a basically
functional way and use symbols, algebraic expressions, formulae,
graphs, functions and other mathematical forms of expression with
some adaptation to purpose and context.

● In their accounts and discussions, pupils apply and follow
mathematical reasoning by putting forward and responding to
mathematical arguments in a way which to some extent takes the
reasoning forward.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 9
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 9

● Pupils can solve different problems in familiar situations in a relatively
well functioning way by choosing and using strategies and methods
with relatively good adaptation to the type of problem and also
formulate simple mathematical models which after some reworking
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can be applied in the context.
● Pupils apply developed and relatively well informed reasoning about

their approaches and the plausibility of their results in relation to the
problem situation, and also can make some proposals on alternative
approaches.

● Pupils have good knowledge of mathematical concepts and show this
by using them in familiar contexts in a relatively well functioning way.

● Pupils can also describe different concepts using mathematical forms
of expression in a relatively well functioning way. In the descriptions,
pupils can switch between different forms of expression and also
apply developed reasoning over how the concepts relate to each
other.

● Pupils can choose and use appropriate mathematical methods with
relatively good adaptation to the context in order to make
calculations and solve routine tasks in arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
probability, statistics, and also relationships and change with good
results.

● Pupils can account for and discuss their approaches in an appropriate
way and use symbols, algebraic expressions, formulae, graphs,
functions and other mathematical forms of expression with relatively
good adaptation to purpose and context.

● In their accounts and discussions, pupils apply and follow
mathematical reasoning by putting forward and responding to
mathematical arguments in a way which takes the reasoning forward.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 9
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 9
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● Pupils can solve different problems in familiar situations in well
functioning ways by choosing and applying strategies and methods
with good adaptation to the type of problem, and also formulate
simple mathematical models that can be applied in the context.

● Pupils apply well developed and well informed reasoning to their
approaches and the plausibility of their results in relation to the
problem situation, and can also make proposals on alternative
approaches.

● Pupils have very good knowledge of mathematical concepts and show
this by using them in new contexts in a well functioning way. Pupils
can also describe different concepts using mathematical forms of
expression in a well functioning way.

● In the descriptions, pupils can switch between different forms of
expression and also apply well developed reasoning over how the
concepts relate to each other.

● Pupils can choose and use appropriate and effective mathematical
methods with good adaptation to the context in order to make
calculations and solve routine tasks in arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
probability, statistics, and also relationships and change with very
good results.

● Pupils can account for and discuss their approaches in an appropriate
and effective way and use symbols, algebraic expressions, formulae,
graphs, functions and other mathematical forms of expression with
good adaptation to purpose and context.

● In their accounts and discussions, pupils apply and follow
mathematical reasoning by putting forward and responding to
mathematical arguments in a way which takes the reasoning forward
and deepens or broadens them.
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Physical Education & Health, Grades 6-9 Environment
and Modern
Agriculture

Healthful
Eating

Grade 6 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 6

● Pupils can participate in games and sports involving sequences of
basic movements in different settings, and vary and adapt their
movements to some extent to different activities.

● In movement to music and in dance, pupils adapt to some extent their
movement to pace and rhythm.

● Pupils can also swim 200 metres, of which 50 metres are in the back
position.

● Pupils can talk about their own experiences from physical activities,
and apply simple and to some extent informed reasoning about how
the activities can affect health and physical capacity.

● Pupils can carry out different activities in nature and the outdoor
environment with some adaptation to different conditions, and rules
governing public access to land.

● In addition, pupils can with some certainty orient themselves in
familiar surroundings using maps. Pupils can give simple descriptions
of how to prevent injuries associated with games and sports.

● In addition, pupils can handle emergencies around water using
different equipment during different periods of the year.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 6
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 6

✔
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● Pupils can participate in games and sports involving sequences of
basic movements in different settings, and vary and adapt their
movements relatively well to activities. When moving to music and
dance, pupils adapt their movements relatively well to pace and
rhythm. Pupils can also swim 200 metres, of which 50 metres are in
the back position.

● Pupils can talk about their own experiences of physical activities and
apply developed and relatively well informed reasoning about how
the activities can affect health and physical capacity.

● Pupils can carry out different activities in nature and the external
environment with relatively good adaptation to different conditions
and the rules governing public access to land.

● In addition, pupils can with relatively good safety orient themselves in
familiar settings using maps.

● Pupils can give developed descriptions of how to prevent injuries
associated with games and sports.

● In addition, pupils can handle emergencies around water using
different equipment during different periods of the year.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 6
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 6

● Pupils can participate in games and sports involving sequences of
basic movements in different settings, and vary and adapt their
movements well to activities. When moving to music and dance,
pupils adapt their movements well to pace and rhythm.
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● Pupils can also swim 200 metres, of which 50 metres are in the back
position.

● Pupils can talk about their own experiences of physical activities and
apply well developed and well informed discussion on how the
activities can affect health and physical capacity.

● Pupils can carry out different activities in nature and the external
environment with good adaptation to different conditions and the
rules governing public access to land.

● In addition, pupils can with good safety orient themselves in familiar
settings using maps. Pupils can give well developed descriptions of
how to prevent injuries associated with games and sports.

● In addition, pupils can handle emergencies around water using
different equipment during different periods of the year.

Grades 7-9 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 9

● Pupils can participate in games and sports involving complex
movements in different settings, and vary and adapt their movements
to some extent to activities and context.

● In dance, and movement and training programs to music, pupils adapt
to some extent their movements to beat, rhythm and context.

● Pupils can also swim 200 metres, of which 50 metres are in the back
position.

● Pupils in a basically functional way can set up goals and plan their
training and other physical activities.

● Pupils can also evaluate activities by talking about their own
experiences and applying simple and to some extent informed
reasoning about how the activities together with dietary and other
factors can affect health and physical Capacity.

● Pupils plan and carry out outdoor activities with some adaptation to

✔
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different conditions, setting and rules.
● In addition, pupils can with some safety orient themselves in

unfamiliar settings, using maps and other aids.
● Pupils can in a basically functional way prevent injuries through

foresight and give simple descriptions of risks associated with
different physical activities.

● In addition, pupils can handle emergency situations around water
using different equipment during different periods of the year.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 9
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 9

● Pupils can participate in games and sports involving complex
movements in different settings, and vary and adapt their movements
relatively well to activities and context.

● In dance, and movement and training programs to music, pupils adapt
their movements relatively well to beat, rhythm and context.

● Pupils can also swim 200 metres, of which 50 metres are in the back
position.

● Pupils in a relatively well functioning way can set up goals and plan
their training and other physical activities.

● Pupils can also evaluate activities by talking about their own
experiences and applying developed and relatively well informed
reasoning about how the activities together with dietary and other
factors can affect health and physical capacity.

● Pupils plan and carry out outdoor activities with relatively good
adaptation to different conditions, settings and rules. In addition,
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pupils can with relatively good safety orient themselves in unfamiliar
settings, using maps and other aids.

● Pupils can in a relatively well functioning way prevent injuries through
foresight and giving developed descriptions of risks associated with
different physical activities.

● In addition, pupils can handle emergencies around water using
different equipment during different periods of the year.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 9
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 9

● Pupils can participate in games and sports involving complex
movements in different settings, and vary and adapt their movements
well to activities and context.

● In dance, and movement and training programs to music, pupils adapt
their movements well to  beat, rhythm and context.

● Pupils can also swim 200 metres, of which 50 metres are in the back
position.

● Pupils can in a well functioning way set up goals, and plan training and
other physical activities.

● Pupils can also evaluate activities by talking about their own
experiences and applying well developed and well informed reasoning
about how activities together with dietary and other factors can
influence health and physical capacity.

● Pupils plan and carry out outdoor activities with good adaptation to
different conditions, settings and rules.

● In addition, pupils can with good safety orient themselves in
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unfamiliar settings and use maps and other aids.
● Pupils can in a well functioning way prevent injuries through foresight

and giving well developed descriptions of risks associated with
different physical activities.

● In addition, pupils can handle emergencies around water using
different equipment during different periods of the year.

Physics, Grades 6-9 Environment
and Modern
Agriculture

Healthful
Eating

Grade 6 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 6

● Pupils can talk about and discuss simple questions concerning energy,
technology, the environment and society by putting questions, and
putting forward and responding to views in a way which to some
extent takes the dialogue and discussions forward.

● Pupils can search for information on the natural sciences and use
different sources and apply simple reasoning to the usefulness of the
information and sources.

● Pupils can use the information in discussions, and create texts and
other communications with some adaptation to the context.

● Pupils can carry out simple studies based on given plans and also
contribute to formulating simple questions and planning which can be
systematically developed.

● In their work, pupils use equipment in a safe and basically functional
way.

● Pupils can compare their own results with those of others and apply
simple reasoning about similarities and differences and what these
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may be related to, and also contribute to making  proposals that can
improve the study.

● In addition, pupils draw up simple documentation of their studies
using text and pictures.

● Pupils have basic knowledge of phenomena in physics and show this
by giving examples of and describing these with some use of the
concepts of physics. In simple and to some extent informed reasoning
about electrical circuits, magnets, motion, sound and light, pupils can
connect this to some physics relationships.

● Pupils can also describe and give examples of energy sources, use of
energy and insulation with some connection to the indestructibility
and flow of energy.

● In addition, pupils describe and give examples of the motion of
celestial bodies in relation to each other and apply simple reasoning
about how day and night, months and seasons of the year occur.

● Pupils can also talk about some scientific discoveries and their
importance for people’s living conditions.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 6
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 6

● Pupils can talk about and discuss simple questions concerning energy,
technology, the environment and society by putting questions, and
putting forward and responding to views in a way which takes the
dialogue and discussions forward.

● Pupils can search for information on the natural sciences and use
different sources and apply developed reasoning to the usefulness of
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the information and sources.
● Pupils can use information in discussions and create text and other

communications with relatively good adaptation to the context.
● Pupils can carry out simple studies based on given plans and also

formulate simple questions and planning which after some reworking
can be systematically developed.

● In their work, pupils use equipment in a safe and appropriate way.
● Pupils can compare their own results with those of others and apply

developed reasoning to similarities and differences, and what these
may be due to, and also make proposals which after some reworking
can improve the study.

● In addition, pupils draw up developed documentation of their studies
using texts and pictures.

● Pupils have good knowledge of the phenomena of physics and show
this by explaining and showing simple relationships between them
with relatively good use of the concepts of physics.

● In developed and relatively well informed reasoning about electrical
circuits, magnets, motion, sounds and light, pupils can connect this to
some physics relationships.

● Pupils can also explain and show some simple relationships between
energy sources, use of energy and insulation with relatively good
connection to the indestructibility and flow of energy.

● In addition, pupils explain and show relationships governing the
motion of celestial bodies in relation to each other and apply
developed reasoning about how day and night, months and seasons
of the year occur.

● Pupils can also talk about some scientific discoveries and their
importance for people’s living conditions.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 6
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Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 6

● Pupils can talk about and discuss simple questions concerning energy,
technology, the environment and society by putting questions, and
putting forward and responding to views in a way which takes the
dialogue and discussions forward and deepens or broadens them.

● Pupils can search for information on the natural sciences and use
different sources and apply well developed reasoning to the
usefulness of the information and sources.

● Pupils can use the information in discussions, and create texts and
other communications with good adaptation to the context.

● Pupils can carry out simple studies based on given plans and also
formulate simple questions and planning which after some reworking
can be systematically developed. In their work, pupils use equipment
in a safe, appropriate and effective way.

● Pupils can compare their own results with those of others and apply
well developed reasoning to similarities and differences, what these
may be due to, and also make proposals which can improve the study.
In addition, pupils draw up well developed documentation of their
studies using text and pictures.

● Pupils have very good knowledge of the phenomena of physics and
show this by explaining and showing simple relationships between
them and some common features with good use of the concepts of
physics.

● In well developed and well informed reasoning about electrical
circuits, magnets, motion, sound and light, pupils can connect this to
some physics relationships.
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● Pupils can also explain and show some simple relationships between
energy sources, use of energy and insulation with good connection to
the indestructibility and flow of energy.

● In addition, pupils explain and show patterns in the motion of celestial
bodies in relation to each other and apply well developed reasoning
over how day and night, months and seasons of the year occur.

● Pupils can also talk about some scientific discoveries and their
importance for people’s living conditions.

Grades 7-9 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 9

● Pupils can talk about and discuss questions concerning energy,
technology, the environment and society, and differentiate facts from
values, and formulate their views with simple reasoning, and also
describe some possible consequences. In such situations, pupils can
put questions and put forward and respond to views and arguments
in a way which to some extent takes the discussions forward.

● Pupils can search for information on the natural sciences and use
different sources and apply simple and to some extent informed
reasoning to the credibility and relevance of their sources and
information.

● Pupils can use information in a basically functional way in discussions
and create simple texts and other communications with some
adaptation to purpose and target group.

● Pupils can carry out studies based on given plans and also contribute
to formulating simple questions and planning which can be
systematically developed.

● In their studies, pupils use equipment in a safe and basically
functional way.

● Pupils can compare results with their questions and draw simple
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conclusions with some connection to the models and theories of
physics.

● Pupils apply simple reasoning about the plausibility of their results
and contribute to making proposals on how the studies can be
improved. In addition, pupils draw up simple documentation of their
studies using tables, diagrams, pictures and written reports.

● Pupils have basic knowledge of energy, matter, the structure and
development of the universe and other physics contexts and show
this by giving examples and describing these with some use of the
concepts, models and theories of physics.

● Pupils can apply simple and to some extent informed reasoning where
phenomena in daily life and society are linked together with forces,
movement, leverage, light, sound and electricity, and show easily
identifiable relationships in physics.

● Pupils use the models of physics in a basically functional way to
describe and give examples of particles and radiation.

● In addition, pupils carry out simple and to some extent informed
reasoning about how people and technology influence the
environment and show some measures that can contribute to
sustainable development.

● Pupils can give examples of and describe some of the main scientific
discoveries and their importance for people’s living conditions.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 9
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.
Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 9

● Pupils can talk about and discuss questions concerning energy,
technology, the environment and society, and differentiate facts from
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values and formulate their views with developed reasoning and also
describe some possible consequences.

● In the discussions, pupils put questions, put forward and respond to
views and arguments in a way which carries the discussions forward.

● Pupils can search for information on the natural sciences and use
different sources and apply developed and relatively well informed
reasoning to the credibility and relevance of their sources and
information.

● Pupils can use the information in a relatively well functioning way in
discussions and create developed texts and other communications
with relatively good adaptation to purpose and target group.

● Pupils can carry out studies based on given plans and also formulate
simple questions and planning which after some reworking can be
systematically developed.

● In their studies, pupils use equipment in a safe and appropriate way.
● Pupils can compare the results with their questions and draw

developed conclusions with relatively good connection to the models
and theories of physics.

● Pupils apply developed reasoning about the plausibility of their
results and make proposals on how the studies can be improved. In
addition, pupils draw up developed documentation of their studies
using tables, diagrams, pictures and written reports.

● Pupils have good knowledge of energy, matter, structure of the
universe and its development and other physics contexts and show
this by explaining and showing relationships between these with
relatively good use of the concepts, models and theories of physics.

● Pupils can apply developed and relatively well informed reasoning
where phenomena in daily life and society are linked together with
forces, motion, leverage, light, sound and electricity, and show
relatively complex physics relationships.
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● Pupils use the models of physics in a relatively well functioning way to
explain and show relationships regarding particles and radiation.

● In addition, pupils apply developed and relatively well informed
reasoning about how people’s use of energy and natural resources
affect the environment and show the advantages and limitations of
some measures which can contribute to sustainable development.

● Pupils can explain and show relationships between some main
scientific discoveries and their importance for people’s living
conditions.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 9
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 9

● Pupils can talk about and discuss questions concerning energy,
technology, the environment and society, and differentiate facts from
values and formulate their views with well developed reasoning, and
also describe some possible consequences.

● In their discussions, pupils put questions and put forward views and
respond to views and arguments in a way which carries the
discussions forward and deepens or broadens them.

● Pupils can search for information about the natural sciences and use
different sources and apply well developed and well informed
reasoning about the credibility and relevance of their sources and
information.

● Pupils can use the information in a well functioning way in discussions
and create well developed texts and other communications with good
adaptation to purpose and target group.
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● Pupils can carry out studies based on given plans and also formulate
simple questions and planning that can be systematically developed.

● In their studies, pupils use equipment in a safe, appropriate and
effective way.

● Pupils can compare results with their questions and draw well
developed conclusions with good connection to the models and
theories of physics.

● Pupils apply well developed reasoning concerning the plausibility of
their results in relation to possible sources of error and make
proposals on how the studies can be improved and identify new
questions for further study. In addition, pupils draw up well developed
documentation on their studies using tables, diagrams, pictures and
written reports.

● Pupils have very good knowledge of energy, matter, structure of the
universe and its development, and other physical contexts, and show
this by explaining and showing relationships between them and some
general characteristics with good use of the concepts, models and
theories of physics.

● Pupils can apply well developed and well informed reasoning where
phenomena in daily life and society are linked together with forces,
motion, leverage, light, sound and electricity and show complex
physics relationships.

● Pupils use the models of physics in a well functioning way in order to
explain and make generalisations about particles and radiation.

● In addition, pupils apply well developed and well informed reasoning
about how people and technology affect the environment and show
from different perspectives the advantages and limitations of some
measures that can contribute to sustainable development.

● Pupils can explain and generalise about some main scientific
discoveries and their importance for people’s living conditions.
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Religion, Grades 6-9 Environment
and Modern
Agriculture

Healthful
Eating

Grade 6 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 6

● Pupils have basic knowledge of some holy places or locations, rituals
and precepts belonging to the world religions and show this by
applying simple reasoning about similarities and differences between
some religions.

● Pupils also show simple relationships between concrete religious
expressions and key ideas in world religions.

● Pupils can describe some basic features of ancient Scandinavian and
Sami religion, and also provide examples of how ancient Scandinavian
religion can be observed in today’s society.

● Pupils can give an account of some Christian holidays and traditions
and make simple comparisons between the importance of Christianity
for Swedish culture and society, both before and now.

● Pupils can also apply simple reasoning about how life issues are
depicted in different contexts, and what religions and other outlooks
on life may mean for different people in a way which to some extent
takes the reasoning forward.

● Pupils can apply simple reasoning about everyday moral issues, and
what it might mean to do good.

● Pupils make reflections which basically relate to the subject and use
some ethical concepts in a basically functional way.

● Pupils can search for information about religions and other outlooks
on life and use different types of sources in a basically functional way
and apply simple reasoning to the usefulness of the information and
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sources.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 6
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 6

● Pupils have good knowledge of some holy places or locations, rituals
and precepts that relate to world religions and show this by applying
developed reasoning about similarities and differences between some
religions.

● Pupils also show simple relationships between concrete religious
expressions and key ideas in world religions.

● Pupils can describe some basic features of ancient Scandinavian and
Sami religion, and also provide examples of how ancient Scandinavian
religion can be observed in today’s society.

● Pupils can describe some Christian holidays and traditions and make
developed comparisons between the importance of Christianity for
Swedish cultural and social life, both earlier and now.

● Pupils can also apply developed reasoning over how questions of life
are depicted in different contexts and what religions and other
outlooks on life can mean for different people in a way which carries
the reasoning forward.

● Pupils can apply developed reasoning about everyday moral questions
and what it might mean to do good.

● Pupils make reflections which carry the reasoning forward and use
some ethical concepts in a relatively well functioning way. Pupils can
search for information about religion and other outlooks on life and
use different types of sources in relatively well functioning ways and
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apply developed reasoning to the usefulness of the information and
sources.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 6
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 6

● Pupils have very good knowledge of some holy places or locations,
rituals and precepts that are connected to the world religions and
show this by applying well developed and balanced reasoning about
similarities and differences between some religions.

● Pupils also show simple relationships between concrete religious
expressions and key ideas in world religions.

● Pupils can describe some basic features of ancient Scandinavian and
Sami religion, and also provide examples of how ancient Scandinavian
religion can be observed in today’s society.

● Pupils can describe some Christian holidays and traditions and make
well developed comparisons between the importance of Christianity
for Swedish cultural and social life, both before and now.

● Pupils can also apply well developed and balanced reasoning about
how questions of life are depicted in different contexts, and what
religions and other outlooks on life may mean for different people in a
way which carries the reasoning forward and deepens or broadens it.

● Pupils can apply well developed reasoning to daily moral questions
and what it might mean to do good.

● Pupils make reflections which carry the reasoning forward and
deepen or broaden it and use some ethical concepts in a well
functioning way.
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● Pupils can search for information about religion and other outlooks on
life and use different types of sources in a well functioning way and
apply well developed reasoning to the usefulness of the information
and sources.

Grades 7-9 Knowledge requirements for grade E at the end of year 9

● Pupils have basic knowledge of Christianity and the other world
religions and show this by describing key ideas, documents and
concrete religious expressions and actions within the religions.

● In addition, pupils apply simple reasoning about the similarities and
differences within and between some religions and other outlooks on
life.

● Pupils based on their studies of how religions can be influenced by
and influence social conditions and events can describe simple
relationships with simple and to some extent informed reasoning.

● Pupils can also apply simple reasoning about how questions of life are
depicted in different contexts, and how identities can be shaped by
religions and other outlooks on life in a way which to some extent
takes the reasoning forward.

● Pupils can reason and argue about moral issues and values by
applying simple and to some extent informed reasoning, and use
ethical concepts and models in a basically functional way.

● Pupils can search for information about religions and other outlooks
on life and use different types of sources in a basically functional way
and apply simple and to some extent informed reasoning about the
credibility and relevance of their sources of information.

Knowledge requirements for grade D at the end of year 9
Grade D means that the knowledge requirements for grade E and most of C

✔ ✔
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are satisfied.

Knowledge requirements for grade C at the end of year 9

● Pupils have good knowledge of Christianity and the other world
religions and show this by explaining and showing the relationship
between key ideas, documents and concrete religious expressions and
actions within the religions.

● In addition, pupils apply developed reasoning about similarities and
differences within and between some religions and other outlooks on
life.

● Pupils based on studies of how religions can be influenced by and
influence conditions and events can describe relatively complex
relationships with developed and relatively well informed reasoning.

● Pupils can also apply developed reasoning to how questions of life are
depicted in different contexts, and how identities can be formed by
religions and other outlooks on life in a way which carries the
reasoning forward.

● Pupils can reason and argue about moral issues and values by
applying developed and relatively well informed reasoning, and use
ethical concepts and models in a relatively well functioning way.

● Pupils can search for information about religions and other outlooks
on life and use different types of sources in a relatively well
functioning way, and apply developed and relatively well informed
reasoning about the credibility and relevance of their sources of
information.

Knowledge requirements for grade B at the end of year 9
Grade B means that the knowledge requirements for grade C and most of A
are satisfied.
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Knowledge requirements for grade A at the end of year 9

● Pupils have very good knowledge of Christianity and the other world
religions and show this by explaining and showing the relationship
and general patterns in key ideas, documents and concrete religious
expressions and actions within the religions.

● In addition, pupils apply well developed and balanced reasoning
about similarities and differences within and between some religions
and other outlooks on life.

● Pupils based on studies of how religions can be influenced by and
influence social conditions and events can describe complex
relationships with well developed and well informed reasoning.

● Pupils can also apply well developed and balanced reasoning about
how questions of life are depicted in different contexts, and how
identities can be formed by religions and other outlooks on life in a
way which carries the reasoning forward, and deepens or broadens it.

● Pupils can reason and argue about moral issues and values by
applying well developed and well informed reasoning, and use ethical
concepts and models in a well functioning way.

● Pupils can search for information about religions and other outlooks
on life and use different types of sources in a well functioning way and
apply well developed and well informed reasoning about the
credibility and relevance of their sources.
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